
Gretl Examples 

Here is an example of using gretl to estimate a model via least squares: 

 

open data4-1 

matrix X = { const, sqft } 

matrix y = { price } 

matrix b = invpd(X’X) * X’y 

print "estimated coefficient vector" 

b 

matrix u = y - X*b 

scalar SSR = u’u 

scalar s2 = SSR / (rows(X) - rows(b)) 

matrix V = s2 * inv(X’X) 

V 

matrix se = sqrt(diag(V)) 

print "estimated standard errors" 

se 

# compare with built-in function 

ols price const sqft –vcv 

# repeat using list for regressors 

list xlist = const sqft 

ols price xlist 
 

The script uses several handy features. 

1. ‘ is a transpose, * is matrix multiplication, / is division. 

2. You can comment out a line by using the # symbol 

3. A matrix X is created using variables in the variables list.  Hence, that is how lines 2 and 3 

create the matrices X and y to compute least squares. 

4. Line 4. The matrix b is the least squares estimator.  invpd computes the inverse of a positive 

definite matrix. 

5. The rows() function computes the number of rows in an argument.  There is also a cols() 

function. 

6. diag(V) picks off the diagonal elements of a matrix.  

7. Though not strictly necessary in most instances, it’s a good idea to specify the type of the 

computation you are making.  Types include, scalar, matrix, list, series, and a few others. 

8. Using lists can save steps later if you have to reuse variables several times in separate 

regressions. 
 

Suppose you want to create a matrix and place scalars in certain locations 

 

matrix G = zeros(3,5) 

matrix G[1,1]=1 

scalar g = 4/5 

matrix G[2,4]=g 



This creates a 3 by 5 matrix of zeros and puts a 1 in the 1
st
 row and column and computes 4/5 and places 

it in the second row, 4
th
 column.   

Matrix Commands 

 

 



These last commands are the so-called `dot’ commands.  They operate element by element.  See chapter 

13 of the gretl User guide for some specifics.   

Accessors 

These are used to grab results from model estimation.   

 

There are others, as can be seen in the function reference: 

 

Here is an example of how to use them: 

 

ols y const x1 x2 x3 

scalar b1 = $coeff(x1) 

scalar se1 = $coeff(x1) 

scalar t = b1/se1 

pvalue t $df t 

 

This estimates a linear regression, saves the ols estimate of beta1 and its std error, computes a t-ratio and 

then generates a p-value for a significance test.   


